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Abstract 
A molecular space is a family of closed unit cubes in Euclidean space E”. Cube vertices have integer 
coordinates. Molecular spaces can be transformed from one to the other by four kinds of contrac- 
tible transformations. In this paper we apply contractible transformations of molecular spaces to 
graphs. We prove that these transformations do not change the Euler characteristic of a graph. We 
describe some continuous spaces: the plane space E”, spheres s”, a torus and a projective plane in 
molecular space and graph representations. 
Introduction 
In this article we want to apply some topological properties of molecular spaces, 
introduced in [6], to intersection graphs on these spaces. In the simplest case 
a molecular space A4 is a family of unit cubes with integer coordinates in Euclidean 
space E”. 
IfF=(S,,Sz,..., S,) is a family of sets Sr , Sz, . . ., S,, then the intersection graph of F, 
W(F), is defined by a set of vertices F with Si and Sk adjacent whenever 
i # k, Si n Sk #8. It is shown [4] that every graph is an intersection graph. 
Some interesting classes of graphs have arisen by letting F range over families of 
cubes, boxes and spheres in Euclidean n-space. Roberts [I73 has defined the cubicity 
of a graph G,cub(G), to be the least n for which G is isomorphic to a graph W(B) of 
some B family of unit cubes with arbitrary coordinates and edges parallel to the axes 
in E”. Guttman [3] and Have1 [S] have defined the sphericity of a graph G,sph(G), 
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similarly by using unit-diameter spheres instead of unit cubes. Have1 observed that 
cubicity can exceed sphericity. He found graphs of sphericity 2, but arbitrarily large 
cubicity. Fishburn [2] has shown that there exist graphs for cubicity 2 or 3 with 
sphericity greater than cubicity. 
The embedded dimension of a graph G, BP(G), was defined in [7], [S-lo]. Let B be 
the family of closed unit cubes with integer coordinates in Euclidean n-space. The 
embedded dimension of G, BP(G), is n if G is the intersection graph of B. Embedded 
dimension first was defined to describe properties of molecular spaces. These spaces 
always have a finite or countable number of elements and are similar to spaces studied 
in digital topology. The paper [14] reviews the fundamental concepts of digital 
topology, surveys the major theoretical results in this field and contains a bibliogra- 
phy of almost 140 references. Some properties of digital surfaces, consisting of pixels, 
i.e. unit squares, parallel to the coordinate planes, are discussed in [18]. In [13] the 
authors introduce a purely topological context for a digital plane and prove a Jordan 
curve theorem in a frame of connected ordered topology on a finite set. The same 
structure is used in [ 151 to formulate and prove a digital 3-dimensional analogue of 
the Jordan-Brower theorem about surfaces that separate 3-dimensional space into 
two connected components. V.A. Kovalevsky [ 161 indicates difficulties in digital 
topology and remarks that the attempts to develop a consistent 2-dimensional 
topology by means of graphs have failed, due to the so-called connectivity paradox, 
related to the Jordan theorem and some other problems. Instead, he applied the 
notion of a cellular complex which is well known in topology, to describe the structure 
of images and claims that the topology of cellular complexes is the only appropriate 
topology for image analysis. 
The different kind of finite space, developed by the author in [6-l I], is of particular 
interest because it contains in a significant and unexpected way topological and 
perhaps geometrical information about continuous spaces. The following surprising 
fact was noticed. Suppose that S is a surface in Euclidean space E”. Divide E” into a set 
of unit cubes with integer vertex coordinates and call the molecular space Me the 
family of unit cubes intersecting S. Then reduce the size of the cube edge from 1 to l/2 
and repeat this division, using the same structure. We obtain the molecular space M 1. 
Repeating this operation infinitely, we obtain the sequence of molecular spaces 
M1,Mz,...,M,,... for the surface S. It is revealed that the number p exists such that 
for all m, n, n > p, m > p, molecular spaces M, and M, can be transformed from one to 
the other with four kinds of transformations. Moreover, if we have two surfaces Si and 
S2 which are topologically equivalent, then their molecular spaces can be transformed 
from one to the other by the same kinds of transformations if a division is small 
enough. It is possible to assume that the molecular space contains topological and 
perhaps geometrical characteristics of the surface S. Otherwise, a molecular space 
M is the discrete counterpart of a continuous space S 16, 71. Since any molecular space 
can be represented by its intersection graph, some type of topological and geometrical 
information must be held in this graph. On the other hand, use of the connection 
between graphs and molecular spaces enables us to obtain new properties of graphs. 
In [9] it was shown that any graph G can be represented by a molecular space M such 
that G is the intersection graph of M. On this basis, the coordinate matrix of a graph 
G is defined and the n-universal highly symmetrical graph of radius 1 is described. 
This contains as an induced subgraph a copy of any graph on n-vertices [lo]. 
In this panel we shall apply the transformations of molecular spaces [8] to graphs. 
We will show that these transformations do not change the Euler function of a graph. 
We will introduce the homotopy equivalence of graphs and show that among all 
homotopy equivalent graphs there exists one with the minimal number of vertices. We 
shall describe the plane space E”, spheres S”, a torus and a projective plane in 
molecular space and graph representations. We will show that the minimal number of 
vertices of the graphs describing spheres S” is 2n + 2. These graphs are (n + 1)-partite 
graphs K(2,2, . . . . 2). 
Since in this paper we only use induced subgraphs, we shall use the word subgraph 
for an induced subgraph. We shall also use some symbols, notations and names 
introduced in [6-l 11. For any terminology used but not defined here, see Harary [4]. 
Molecular space and coordinate matrix of a graph 
Let Em be infinite-dimensional Euclidean space. Take the coordinates of a point 
x,x~E”, as a sequence of real numbers 
X=(Xl,X2, ...,X,, . ..)=[Xi]. iEN. 
We define unit cube DEE” in the following way: eacy x,xeD, has coordinates 
Xi satisfying conditions presented in [9, lo]: 
ni d Xi < iii + 1, iE N, ni-integer. 
Therefore D is an infinite-dimensional cube with unit edges. In [6- 1 l] D is called 
a kirpich. We will use this name in the present paper. The position of D in En is 
determined by the left vertex coordinates. For the given kirpich we have 
D=(nl,n2 ,..., n, ,... )=[ni], iEN. 
Two kirpiches are called adjacent, if they have common points. The distance 
d(D,, D2) between kirpiches D, = [nil and Dz = [mi] is defined by using sup norm 
d(D1,D,)=maxIni-mi(, iEN. 
Obviously, two kirpiches are adjacent if their appropriate coordinates distinguish 
not more than 1, or the distance between them equals 1. Any set of kirpiches in E 3[) is 
called a molecular space and is denoted by M. Clearly, any molecular space can be 
represented by its intersection graph G(M). It is shown [9, lo] that any graph G can be 
represented by a molecular space M(G), such that G= G(M(G)). Clearly, more than 
one M(G) can be built for the graph G. There exists isomorphism between any 
two M(G). 
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Contractible traruformations cf graphs 
In [6] and [8] we introduced contractible transformations of molecular spaces, 
based on four operations. Now we transfer these operations to graphs by using the 
connection between molecular spaces and graphs. 
Let G be a graph with a set of vertices P’, V= (al, a2, . . . , a,), and a set of edges E. Let 
G1 , G,EG, be an induced subgraph of the graph G. The subgraph O(G,), containing 
all neighbours of all vertices of G1 is called the rim of G1. 
The subgraph U(G,), containing the vertices of Gr, as well as O(G,), is called the 
ball of the graph G1. Apparently U(GI)-G1=O(G1). 
If G1 is a vertex a, then O(a) and U(a) are called the rim and the ball of the vertex a. 
The subgraph 0(ala2...a,), 
is called the joint rim of the vertices a1,a2, . . . . u,. 
If a vertex a is adjacent to all vertices of a graph G, then the given graph G is 
denoted as aG. 
Suppose G1 z G, G2 c G, then we also will use the notations G1 nG, = 
GIIG~=G,IGI. 
Let G be a graph. Then the graph al(a2G)-(ala,) is denoted as (al, az)G here 
(Fig. 1). 
Definition. The family T of graphs G1 , G2, . . . , G,, . . . . T=(G,,GZ, . . . . G,, . ..). is called 
contractible if: 
. The trivial graph K(1) belongs T. 
. Any graph of T can be obtained from the trivial graph by contractible 
transformations. 
All graphs of the family Tare called contractible. 
a 
aG 
Fig. I 
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Definition. The following transformations are said to be contractible: 
(1) Deleting of a vertex a. A vertex a of a graph G can be deleted, if the rim O(a) is 
contractible, O(U)E T 
(2) Gluing of a vertex a. If a subgraph G, of the graph G is contractible, G, E T, then 
the vertex a can be glued to the graph G in such a manner that O(a) = Cr. 
(3) Deleting of an edge (u1u2). The edge (ulu2) of a graph G can be deleted if the 
joint rim O(u, u2) is contractible, O(U~U~)E T. 
(4) Gluing of an edge (alaz). Let two vertices a, and u2 of a graph G be non- 
adjacent. The edge (aIuz) can be glued, if the joint rim 
The family T of contractible graphs is determined 
operations (l)-(4). 
Vertex a and edge (aI u2) of a graph G are called 
O(u, u2) E T. 
O(ur uz) is contractible. 
by inductive application of 
contractible if O(u)eT and 
Fig. 2 shows all contractible graphs with the number of vertices n, n ,<4. 
Let G be a finite graph. Denote nP as the number of its complete subgraphs K(p). 
The vector 
.f(G)=h,n,, . . ..n.) 
is the flvector of the graph G. 
(1) 
We define the Euler characteristic of a graph G, F(G), by: 
F(G)= i (-l)k+lnk (2) 
k=l 
Theorem 1. If a graph G is contractible, then F(G)= 1 
Theorem 2. Contractible transformations do not change the Euler characteristic of 
a graph G. 
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Auxiliary lemmas and proofs of the theorems 
Lemma 1. (i) Any complete yruph K(n) is contrucfible. 
(ii) The Euler charucteristic of’ a complete graph K(n) equals 1, F(K(n))= 1. 
Proof. (i) For K(n),n<4, contractibility is verifyed directly. Suppose that K(n) is 
contractible. The graph K(n + 1) can be represented as UK(~), where O(u)= K(n). But 
from transformation 2 the graph K(n+ 1) is produced from K(n) by contractible 
gluing of a vertex, so K(n+ 1) is contractible. 
(ii) Proposition (ii) is checked immediately. U 
Lemma 2. Let G he a graph. Then: 
(i) UG is contractible. 
(ii) The Euler characteristic of UG equals 1, F(aG) = 1. 
Proof. (i) For all graphs G with number of vertices IGJ, (Cl <4, contractability is 
checked immediately. Suppose that for all G, IGI tn + 1, graphs UG are contractible 
(Fig. 1). Let G be a graph with I G( =n+ 1. Suppose that two vertices u1 and 
a2,uIgG,a,EG, are not adjacent. Their rim O(uru,) on UG is O(uIuz)(aG= 
u(O(uIuz)~G). Since IO(u,u,)(GI <n+ 1, it follows from inductive assumption that 
O(uluz)(uG is contractible, and we can draw the edge (a1u2). This operation is 
repeated until all vertices in aG are adjacent. The obtained graph is complete graph 
K(n +2). Deleting the edges in the reverse order we obtain aG from K(n+2). There- 
fore, aG is contractible. 
(ii) Let .f(G)=(n,,n,, . . . . n,) be the ,pvector of G. Obviously, that any complete 
subgraph K(n) in G is converted to aK(n)=aK(n+ 1) in uG. Therefore, the ,f’vector of 
uGwillbe:f‘(aG)=(n,+l,n,+n,,..., n,+ n,_ 1, a,). It is easy to verify directly that the 
Euler characteristic of UG is 1, F(uG) = 1. This completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 3. Let G he u graph. Then F((u,,u,)G)=2-F(G) (Fig. 1). 
Proof. Let f(G)=(nl,n2, . . . . n,) be the flvector of G. Obviously, that any complete 
subgraph K(n) of the graph G transforms to two subgraphs alK(n) and u,K(n) of the 
graph (uI,uz)G. Hence, the flvector of (u,,ul)G turns out to f((uI,a2)G)= 
(n,+2,n,+2n,,...,n,+2n,_,,2n,). Therefore, F((u,,a2)G)=2-F(G). 0 
Corollary 1. [f F(G)=l, then F((a,,a,)G)=l. 
Corollary 2. Let (aI, u2, . . . . u,)G he u graph iz?ith non-adjacent vertices Ui,Uk,i# k, 
O(i) = O(k) = G, i, k = 1,2, . . , s. It is easy to show that 
Remark. Let G and Gr be a graph and its subgraph, G, g G. Now we will find the 
connection between J-vectors and Euler characteristics of G and Gr . The following 
properties are given: 
f(Gr)=(mr,mz, . . ..m.). (3) 
f‘(G)=(n, +ml,n,+mz, . . . . n,+m,). (4) 
F(G,)= 1 (- l)k+‘tflk. 
k=l 
(5) 
F(G)= i (- l)k+l(~k+mk)= f; (- l)k+l(nk)+F(G1). (6) 
k=l k=l 
where mk is a number of complete subgraphs K(k), all of whose vertices are lying in 
GI, nk is a number of K(k), for which at least one vertex does not lie in G,. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We describe the set S of contractible graphs one after another, 
starting with the trivial graph and applying operations (l)-(4). Suppose, that we have 
this set S, S = (G, , G,, . , G,). The Euler characteristic of any graph from the set S is 1. 
(1) Let G=G,,G,cG (Fig. 3). Since F(G)=F(G,)=l, then with respect to (3)-(6) 
above we can write 
k$, (- t)k+l?tk=O. 
Glue the vertex a to the graph G, O(a)= Gr We obtain the graph U, U = G + a where 
O(a)=G, (Fig. 3). Now we see that all K(r) belonging to G, are transformed to 
K(r+ l), the others remaining without change. Hence, numbers nk in (3)-(6) are 
retained. Since aGr is contractible and F(uGr)= 1 with respect to Lemma 2, then 
F(G+u)= i (- l)k+l(tik)+F(uG,)=F(G)= 1. 
k=l 
Fig. 3. 
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U 
Fig. 4 
(2) Suppose that we choose the graph G,, G,= U, and UEU such that O(a)=G, 
(Fig. 3). Then with respect to (3)-(6), we can write: 
F(U)=F(G1)=F(aG1)= 1, 
,el t-ilk+’ fl,=F(U)-F(UG,)=o. 
Now delete the vertex a. The graph U goes to the graph U-a, its subgraph aG, goes 
to G1. We see that all numbers nk are retained. Hence, 
F(u-u)= i (-l)k+lnk+F(G1)=l. 
k=l 
(3) Let G=Gn,uI~G,,u2~G, and a, and u2 be without edge, O(u,uz)=G1 (Fig. 4). 
As before, G, and G1 belong to S. Hence, F(G,)= F(G,)= 1. Since, with respect to 
Lemma 3, F((u1,uz)G1)=2-F(G,)= 1. Then 
c, (- tY+’ nk=F(G,)-F((al,a,)G,)=O. 
Set the edge (u1u2) in G,. We obtain the graph U, U =G,+(uru,), with 
u,uaG1. With respect to Lemma 2, F(uIuzG1)= 1. As in the preceding 
numbers nk are not changed. Hence, 
F(G,+(u,u,))= i (- l)k+lI’lk+F(UIU,G1)= 1. 
k=l 
subgraph 
cases, the 
(4) Suppose that we choose the contractible graph G,, G,= U, and two its 
adjacent vertices a, and u2 such that O(ulu,)=G1 is a contractible graph (Fig. 4) 
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F(G,)=F(G,)=l. alazGl is a subgraph of G,, and with respect to Lemma 2 it is 
contractible. Hence, with respect to (3)-(6) 
,$ (- lY+’ n,=F(G,)-F(a,a,G1)=O. 
Now we delete the edge (ala,). The graph G, goes to the graph G,-(uluz), the 
subgraph u,u,G1 goes to (uI,a2)G1, the numbers nk are not changed. Since, with 
respect to Lemma 3, F((u,,u,)G,)=2-F(G,)=l, it follows that 
F(G,--(a,~~))= i (- l)k+‘?lk+F((Ul,U2)Gl)= 1. 
k=l 
The proof of the theorem is complete. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. (1) Let G and G1 be a graph and its contractible subgraph, 
G1 &G. (Fig. 3). With respect to (3)-(6) we write 
F(G)= i (- l)k+l?l,+F(G,), F(G,)= 1. 
k=l 
Gluing the vertex a to Cl does not change numbers flk. We obtain the graph G + a 
with subgraph uG1, O(u) = Cl. 
With respect to Lemma 2, uG1 is contractible and F(uG1)= 1. Hence 
F(G+u)= i (-l)k+lIZkf~(uGl)=~(G). 
k=l 
(2) Let U and G1 be a graph and its contractible subgraph, Cl s U F(G,)= 1. 
(Fig. 3). 
With respect to (3)-(6) we have 
F(U)= i (-l)k+‘flk+~(UG,), F(uG,)= 1. 
k=l 
Now delete the vertex a. The graph U goes to U-u, the subgraph uG1 goes to Cl, the 
numbers ?tk are not changed. Since F(Gr)= 1, it follows that 
F(t,-U)= i (-l)k+‘t’lk+F(G,)=F(U). 
k=l 
(3) Let U be a graph and consider two vertices a, and u2 being adjacent with 
contractible joint rim Gr, G, = O(u, u2), F(G,) = 1 (Fig. 4). With respect to (3)-(6) we 
obtain 
F(u)= i (-l)k+l?lk+F(UIU,G1), F(ulu2G,)= 1. 
k=l 
Delete the dedge (ulaz). The graph U moves to the graph U-(al a,), the sub- 
graph al uzGl, moves to (al ,u,)G1 the numbers nk are not changed. With respect to 
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Lemma 3 and Theorem 1 if G, is contractible, then (aI, uz)G1 is contractible too, and 
F((aI,az)G1)= 1. It follows that 
F(U-(UlU,))= i (-l)k+111k+F((U,,U2)G1)=F(U). 
k=l 
(4) Let G be a graph (Fig. 4) and consider two vertices a, and a2 being without 
a common edge and with the contractible joint rim G1=O(a,u2),F(G1)= 1. With 
respect to (3)-(6) we write 
F(G)= i (-l)k+lPIk+F((U1,U,)G,). 
k=l 
Since G1 is contractible, then with respect to Lemma 3 and Theorem 1 (a,, uz)G, will 
be contractible and F((uI,u,)G,)= 1. When we introduce an edge between a, and a,, 
the graph G and (u,,u,)G, are converted to G+(uru,) and u,u,Gr, and the numbers 
frk are not changed. The graph ulu2Gl with respect to Lemma 2 is contractible and 
F(uluzG1)= 1. It follows that 
F(G+(aluz))= i (-l)k+1nk+F(u,a2G,)=F(G). 0 
k=l 
We turn now to the problem of description of surfaces by graphs. Use of the 
common universal element, kirpich, makes it easier to master difficulties connected to 
definition of dimension which often take place in digital topology. Dimension is not 
defined by elements themselves, but by links between elements [1 I]. At this point of 
view the graph of molecular space, the combinatorical counterpart of molecular space, 
contains at least topological information of the molecular space and consequently of 
its geometrical inverse image, the continuous space. 
Two graphs Cl and G, (or two molecular spaces Ml and M,) are called homotopy 
equivalent if G,(M,) can be mapped to G,(M,) by contractible transformations 
(l)-(4). 
There arise several problems. One problem is finding of the graph with the smallest 
number of vertices among all equivalent graphs. Obviously, if a graph G is not 
contractible, then ( G I> 1. In [6] we tried to obtain the solution by finding the minimal 
molecular space, which is the model of a sphere S”. The intersection graph of this 
molecular space is the minimal graph, holding the smallest number of vertices among 
all equivalent graphs. For the sphere S” this graph is the complete (n + 1)-partite graph 
K(2,2, . ..) 2). 
Another problem is the intersection of a graph through its molecular space in 
Euclidean space E” with the smallest n. Some results in this area were obtained in [9] 
and [lo]. 
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Now we rely on proven theorems to build a molecular space and an intersection 
graph for a continuous surface. Here we apply the Euler characteristic for a graph to 
a molecular space. The Euler characteristic of a molecular space A4 is simply the Euler 
characteristic of its intersection graph G : F(M)=F(G). The Euler characteristic does 
not provide the type of classification for molecular spaces and graphs. But, it follows 
from Theorem 2, that all equivalent molecular spaces and graphs have the same Euler 
characteristic. Therefore, the Euler characteristic can be useful in showing when 
graphs or molecular spaces are not equivalent. Now we will apply the Euler character- 
istic to build some molecular spaces and its intersection graphs for continuous 
surfaces. 
Circle 5”. Fig. 5 shows molecular spaces and graphs for different shapes of circles. Of 
course, we use two dimensional faces of infinite dimensional kirpiches. On the first two 
patterns graphs G, and G, are contractible; they do not describe a circle properly, 
F(Gi)=F(G,)=l. On the next patterns the dissection of E” is small enough, and 
graphs G3 and G4 discribe S’ properly. It is easy to see, that G3 and G4 are equivalent, 
F(G3)= F(G4)=0. The graph G, = K(2,2) is the minimal graph for S’. Further 
diminution of a size of kirpiches leads to the appearance of the graphs, which all are 
equivalent G4. 
Two-dimensional plane. Fig. 6 shows the molecular spaces and graphs, modeling 
the two-dimensional plane. The graph G2 was drawn by Khalimsky [12] as a 
model of E’. It is easy to see that Gt is obtained from G, by the contractible 
operation. 
The Euclidean space E” is described by the same way as E2 [6,7,11]. 
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Sphere S.Molecular spaces Ml and M, and graph G2 drawn, on Fig. 7, are counter- 
parts of continuous sphere S2. Ml and M, do not have inner kirpiches. 
GZ, G2 = K (2,2,2), is the minimal graph for S*. It is easy to check that 
F(Ml)=F(M2)=F(G2)=2. The icosahedron is also the graph of a sphere S2. 
Torus. Fig. 8 represents the molecular space A4 and its graph G for the torus. 
M contains sixteen kirpiches, and it is easy to check that F(M) = F(G) = 0. Obviously, 
M cannot be embedded in E3. The molecular space that represents the torus in 
E3must have more than sixteen kirpiches and can be drawn without difficulties. It is 
unclear whether this graph G is minimal, or not. 
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Projective plane. Fig. 9 shows two graphs G 1 and Gz representing the projective 
plane. Gr has been generated by transformation of the minimal triangulation of the 
projective plane, found by D. Barnette [ 11. Number of its vertices is sixteen. The graph 
G2 also describes the projective plane, but it has smaller number of vertices, thirteen. It 
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can be checked that F(G,)=F(G,)= 1. We indicate the contractible transformations 
that enable to move from G, to Gz: 
(63)U (21) h (A4)U (D4)U (AD)U (E) h PW (11) ft WW 
P3N (7)h (WU (C3)fi (D9N (A4)fl > 
where ( ) fl and ( )U denote deleting and gluing of a vertex or edge. Gi and G, are not 
realized by their molecular spaces in E3. It is not clear what the minimal dimensions of 
the Euclidean spaces, kir(G,) and kir(Gz) [7,9, lo] are. It is also unknown for the 
projective plane whether the graph Gz is the minimal or not. 
Sphere 9’. It can be verifyed without difficulty that the complete (n + 1) partite graph 
K(2,2, . . . . 2) is the minimal graph, describing S” [6]. In this case F(K(2,2, . . . ,2))= 2 
or 0, if II = 2k or n = 2k + 1. Therefore, the minimal number of elements (kirpiches or 
vertices) necessary to describe the sphere S” is 2n+2. 
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